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Abstract 

 

A new approach for the label-free detection of RNA sequences at picomolar 

level using 8-amino-adenine modified parallel-stranded tail-clamps and Surface 

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) is demonstrated.  

In this work, the efficiency of tail clamps bearing three 8-amino-adenine 

modifications (3A) was evaluated by measuring their ability to detect a 32 mer DNA 

and a 96 mer RNA sequence of Listeria Innocua iap gene at neutral pH. Results were 

compared to the ones from non-modified tail-clamps and from standard Duplex 

Forming Oligonucleotides (DFO) with/without the amino-adenine modification. 3A tail-

clamps were 18%, 27% and 45% more efficient than the DFO, the 3A-DFO and the 

unmodified tail-clamp, respectively, for DNA-List capture. The amino-adenine 

modification at the tail-clamp sequence shows a strong stabilization effect towards 

DNA detection, improving the sensitivity of the detection, while it is a disadvantage for 

DFO. The introduction of a T15 vertical spacer on the 3A tail-clamp sequence adds 

improved features to the clamp becoming 37,5% and 50% more efficient than the 3A-

tail-clamp and the standard DFO (without the T15 spacer) in DNA capture, respectively. 

Efficiency of T15-3A-Clamps was finally evaluated for targeting the sequence 

of Listeria Innocua iap purified mRNA which included strong secondary structures. 

RNA detection levels as low as 50 femtomols (200 pM or 3,5 pg/ l) were achieved 

using this strategy without any label or amplification step requirement, representing a 

promising approach to analyse analyze RNA. RNA detection efficiency with these 

clamps was 54% larger than the one obtaining with DFO bearing also the T15 spacer. 
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T15-3A-Clamps structures could be of especial interest for the identification of large 

probes which typically contain secondary structures. Tail-clamps could become an 

excellent capture receptor in gold-based biosensors such as SPR. Its sequence can be 

easily modified with a thiol group at one of the hairpin ends during their synthesis to be 

spontaneously self-assembled onto the gold sensor substrate leading to an easy and 

reproducible immobilization method for RNA recognition. 

 


